Your property’s complete guide:

Top booking revenue
makers of 2021
plus practical tips and traveller insights for 2022

Foreword
The importance of making decisions driven by data has become ever clearer to me. With ongoing fluctuations
to the ways we’re able to travel, and the rapidly evolving values of the guests that bring our industry to life,
analysing the numbers has become the most direct way to track down patterns and develop appropriate
playbooks.
The approach taken to choosing the best way to sell your rooms is no exception to this. While enthusiasm
to travel is currently at an all time high, our research is displaying that what travellers expect from
accommodation providers has also dramatically risen. And, practically, what this means is that the guests
that visited your property in 2019 had very contrasting needs and wants at every point of their journey, from
booking to check-out, to those visiting today.
More than ever, travellers are demanding flexibility, value, control and a deeper knowledge of the property
they will be staying with, something that is then impacting the way that they are booking their stay.
In this ever-changing environment, the sharing of data and knowledge is vital, and it’s with great pride that I
reflect upon the openness and communal spirit that’s been consistently displayed by those I work alongside,
the partners that I engage with and the thousands of hoteliers that we service, over the past year.
In this ebook, we provide a breakdown of the Top 12 hotel booking revenue makers of 2021, from various
markets around the globe — a yearly tradition from our SiteMinder team. This year, we again check in with
some of our most successful partners to understand how they have been working with our customers in the
last year and what they believe the 2022 traveller will value most.
As the new year marks a fresh beginning, we hope that this is helpful to you and your team.
James Bishop
Senior Director, Global Ecosystem
SiteMinder
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Chapter One

The Top 12 hotel
booking revenue
makers of 2021

A boom of direct traffic.

Overview of results
Each year, SiteMinder reveals its annual lists
of the distribution channels that brought the
highest booking revenue to hotels over the past 12
months. This year’s lists, which vary across more
than 20 of the world’s most established travel
destinations, uncover a number of key insights.

The consistent performance of global
distribution systems in multiple markets.
As business travel recovers and travel agents
gain fresh relevance due to the constantly
changing rules and restrictions that travellers are
being forced to navigate, GDSs have performed
consistently in 2021. They have risen more than
two spots in seven markets: Asia, Canada, Mexico,
the Middle East, the Netherlands, Philippines and
Thailand.

2021 saw the sustained growth of direct bookings for
hotels globally. In 20 of the 21 markets we analysed,
direct bookings either maintained or increased
their position on our lists, climbing up the rankings
on 10 occasions. In 12 markets, direct bookings are
now ranked as the second-top producer of booking
revenue for local hotels, up from five markets last year
and just two in 2019. This is the case for Australian,
Austrian, French, German, Irish, Italian, Dutch, New
Zealand, Portuguese, South African, Spanish and UK
providers.

The ongoing importance of wholesalers
as demand fluctuates.
Leading bedbank Hotelbeds is again among our
Top 12 lists in each destination examined, while
Sunhotels by WebBeds is this year a newcomer to
Austria and Thailand.

The maintained relevance of local and
regional players.
The rise and rise of Airbnb.
Following its impressive momentum last year,
our data reflects the increasing popularity of
Airbnb as a distribution channel for traditional
accommodation providers. Airbnb rose up our
Top 12 lists in 12 markets, and debuted in three:
Indonesia, the Middle East and Spain, where it shot
to eighth on Spain’s list.

Local and regional distribution channels have
maintained their strength in 2021, particularly in
regions which have had reduced international travel.
Channels such as EzTravel and AsiaYo in Asia, Hero
Travel in Australia, Kurzurlaub in Austria, Tiket.com
in the Philippines, SafariNow.com in South Africa,
and Off Peak Luxury in the UK are all new arrivals on
our lists this year, while a channel such as Traveloka
has had a breakthrough performance to hit the top
spot in Indonesia.

Asia
The Top 12 of 2021

Here is a look at the top 12
revenue makers of 2021 by
market

Asia’s list was one of almost
50% where direct bookings
rose over the last year,
climbing from fourth to
third as travellers craved
greater control over their
accommodation experiences
and local hotels inspired
trust via their owned
channels.

A ‘Newcomer’ that has gone
straight to eighth spot,
ezTravel, alongside half of
Asia’s Top 12, displays the
relevance of local channels
in a region where domestic
movement remains the
mainstay.
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Our ‘One to Watch’ from
2020, Trip.com is again back
in Asia’s top five, having
previously slipped to seventh.
The Chinese powerhouse
maximised the domestic travel
happening through Asia to
ensure substantial gains in
2021.

ezTravel
NEWCOMER

Global distribution systems
HIGH RISER

Tiket.com
AsiaYo
NEWCOMER

HotelsCombined

Global distribution systems
rose from 11th in 2020 to ninth
in Asia’s 2021 list, a jump of
two or more spots seen in six
other locations around the
world.

Australia
Hotel websites remained in
second place in 2021, highlighting
the desire for travellers to
feel in direct control of their
accommodation experience
and testament to the ability of
Australian hotels to again inspire
trust via their owned channels.

With travellers increasingly keen
to tap into package deals and
benefiting from one of the highest
rates of domestic travel globally,
Qantas Hotels has slipped ahead
of Agoda and into the top five for
the first time this year.

Reflecting the strength of its
brand and its growing popularity
as a distribution channel for
accommodation businesses of all
sizes, Airbnb rose up our lists in 12
of 21 markets this year, including
in Australia, where they went from
ninth to eighth.

The Top 12 of 2021
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Austria

Austria’s list was one of almost
50% where direct bookings rose
over the last year, climbing from
third to second as travellers
craved greater control over their
accommodation experience and
local hotels inspired trust via their
owned channels.

Reflecting the strength of its
brand and its growing popularity
as a distribution channel for
accommodation businesses of all
sizes, Airbnb rose up our lists in 12
of 21 markets this year, including
in Austria, where it jumped from
11th to seventh.

With a website designed for
German-speakers seeking short
trips locally and around Europe,
Kurzurlaub.de has entered
Austria’s Top 12, riding the wave of
travellers visiting Austrian hotels
as a way of staying closer to home.

Canada
The Top 12 of 2021
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Expedia maintains its position
at the top of Canada’s list, but
with Booking.com’s recent
acquisition of Getaroom.com
(which rose to eighth on our
list this year), and its continued
strong investment in the
Canadian market, it sets up an
interesting battle for Canada’s
top spot in the coming years.

Global distribution systems
rose from seventh in 2020 to
fifth in this year’s list, a rise
of two or more spots seen in
six other locations around
the world, as business travel
begins to recover and travel
agents gain fresh relevance
due to changing restrictions.

The Top 12 of 2021
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Hotel websites remain in
third place for the third
consecutive year, highlighting
the desire for travellers to
feel in direct control of their
accommodation experience
and testament to the ability
of Canadian hotels to again
inspire trust via their owned
channels.

Getaroom.com
HIGH RISER

Agoda
Trip.com
NEWCOMER

11

Travelzoo
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Hotwire

Trip.com’s first-time
appearance in Canada’s
Top 12 highlights its ability
to still have a strong impact
for hotels, despite minimal
international travel from
Chinese citizens in 2021.

Colombia

Hotel websites remain in third
place again this year, highlighting
the desire for travellers to
feel in direct control of their
accommodation experience
and testament to the ability of
Colombian hotels to inspire trust
via their owned channels.

Reflecting the strength of its
brand and its growing popularity
as a distribution channel for
accommodation businesses of all
sizes, Airbnb rose up our lists in 12
of 21 markets this year, including
in Colombia, where they jumped
from 10th to seventh.

With Sunhotels by WebBeds rising
two positions and Hotelbeds
maintaining its sixth position, the
importance of the B2B market to
the stability of local Colombian
hotels has remained over the last
year.

France
The Top 12 of 2021
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France’s list was one of
almost 50% where direct
bookings rose over the last
year, climbing from third to
second as travellers craved
greater control over their
accommodation experience
and local hotels inspired trust
via their owned channels.
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Hostelworld Group’s
performance in France
in 2021 is evidence of a
strong future for the hostel
and community-focused
accommodation market,
beyond the pandemic, rising
from 10th to seventh.
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Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including
in France, where they jumped
from ninth to fifth.

While the pandemic has
at times put a pause
on definitive travel
arrangements, Smartbox,
the European leader in
experience gifts has
for many filled the void,
capitalising on the growing
trend of experience-led
gifting, particularly amongst
millennials.

Germany
Germany’s list was one of
almost 50% where direct
bookings rose over the past
year, jumping from fourth to
second, as travellers craved
greater control over their
accommodation experience
and local hotels inspired trust
via their owned channels.
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A ‘High Riser’ last year,
Kurzurlaub.de again
performed strongly in 2021,
riding the wave of local
travellers visiting German
hotels as a way of staying
closer to home.
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Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including in
Germany, where they jumped
from eighth to fifth.

Indonesia
Our ‘One to Watch’ from last
year, Traveloka’s rise as a
revenue generator for local
hotels this year sees it taking
over Booking.com for the first
time. As Indonesia continues to
service largely domestic guests,
we will be watching to see if the
Jakarta headquartered business
can maintain its top spot, as
international travel rebuilds in the
coming years.

Like Traveloka and PegiPegi,
Tiket.com are among the local and
regional distribution channels that
secured more bookings, relative
to other channels, than in previous
years for Indonesian hotels in
2021.

Ireland
The Top 12 of 2021
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Reflecting the strength of its
brand and its growing popularity
as a distribution channel for
accommodation businesses of all
sizes, Airbnb debuted on three
new lists this year, including
Indonesia’s, where they locked in
the 11th spot.

Traveloka
ONE TO WATCH

Hotel websites remain in
second place this year,
highlighting the desire for
travellers to feel in direct
control of their accommodation
experience and testament to
the ability of Irish hotels to
again inspire trust via their
owned channels.
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PegiPegi
MG bedbank
NEWCOMER

Trip.com
Airbnb
NEWCOMER

Global distribution systems

With Sunhotels by WebBeds
again steady in ninth and
Hotelbeds maintaining its
fourth position, the importance
of the B2B market to local
hotels continues in Ireland,
particularly in times of
fluctuating demand.
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NEWCOMER

Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including
Ireland’s, where they went
from eighth to fifth.

Italy
Italy’s list was one of almost
50% where direct bookings rose
in the past year, climbing from
third to second as travellers
craved greater control over their
accommodation experience and
hotels inspired trust via their
owned channels.

The Top 12 of 2021
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last year, Hostelworld Group’s
performance in 2021 is evidence
of a strong future for the hostel
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accommodation market, beyond
the pandemic.
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While the pandemic has at times
put a pause on definitive travel
arrangements, Smartbox, the
European leader in experience
gifts has for many filled the void,
capitalising on the growing
trend of experience-led gifting,
particularly amongst millennials.
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Mexico
The Top 12 of 2021
For the first time, Booking.com
has pinched the top spot from
Expedia in the Mexican market.

Mexico’s list was one of almost
50% where direct bookings rose
this year, climbing from fourth to
third as travellers craved greater
control over their accommodation
experience and hotels were able
to inspire trust via their owned
channels.
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A Newcomer to Mexico’s
Top 12, Hostelworld Group’s
performance in 2021 is evidence
of a strong future for the hostel
and community-focused
accommodation market, beyond
the pandemic.
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Middle East

Netherlands
The Top 12 of 2021

Hotel websites remain in third
place this year, highlighting the
ongoing desire for travellers
to feel in direct control of their
accommodation experience,
and testament to the ability of
Middle Eastern hotels to again
inspire trust via their owned
channels.

Re-entering the Middle East’s
list for the first time since 2019,
global distribution systems
jumped to eighth in the last
year, as business travel begins
to recover and travel agents
gain fresh relevance due to
constantly changing rules and
restrictions.
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With Hotelbeds rising from
fifth position to fourth,
Destinations of the World by
WebBeds jumping two spots
to sixth, and TBOHolidays
appearing on the list for the
first time, hotels in the Middle
East tapping into the B2B
market have been strongly
rewarded over the past year,
as demand continues to
fluctuate.

Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
debuted on three new lists
this year, including the Middle
East’s, locking in the 12th spot.

Hotel websites remain in
second place this year,
highlighting the desire for
travellers to feel in direct
control of their accommodation
experience and testament to
the ability of Dutch hotels to
again inspire trust via their
owned channels.

The Top 12 of 2021
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Rising from 12th in 2019, to
sixth in 2020, a spot which
they have maintained, the
performance of Voordeeluitjes
highlights the elevated
importance of local channels
to Dutch hotels, as domestic
travellers continue to make
up a higher ratio of guests,
compared to pre-pandemic
times.
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Global distribution systems
became the fourth highest
generator of revenue for local
hotels over the last year, as
business travel begins to
recover and travel agents
gain fresh relevance due to
constantly changing rules and
restrictions.

Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including in
the Netherlands, where they
went from ninth to seventh.

New Zealand
New Zealand’s list was one
of almost 50% where direct
bookings rose this year, climbing
from third to second as travellers
craved greater control over their
accommodation experience and
hotels were able to inspire trust
via their owned channels.
Reflecting the strength of its
brand and its growing popularity
as a distribution channel for
accommodation businesses of all
sizes, Airbnb rose up our lists in 12
of 21 markets this year, including
in New Zealand, where they went
from eighth to sixth.
With New Zealand’s largest
accommodation solution provider
Ezibed rising from 10th to eighth,
and regionally-focused Pacific
BedBank again in the Top 12, the
importance of local hotels being
connected to market-specific
channels is emphasised in New
Zealand’s 2021 list, with domestic
tourists continuing to account for
more than nine in every 10 guests.
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Philippines

Portugal
Hotel websites remain in
second place this year,
highlighting the desire for
travellers to feel in direct
control of their accommodation
experience and testament to
the ability of hotels to again
inspire trust via their owned
channels.

The Top 12 of 2021
Our Filipino list was one of
almost 50% where direct
bookings rose this year,
climbing from fourth to
third as travellers craved
greater control over their
accommodation experience
and hotels were able to inspire
trust via their owned channels.
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As booking volumes rebuilt,
but remained well down on
pre-pandemic levels, the local
hotels that tapped into B2B
marketplaces such as MG
bedbank and Destinations of
the World by WebBeds, proved
able to reach new audiences
in times of low and fluctuating
demand.

The Top 12 of 2021

Global distribution systems
HIGH RISER + ONE TO WATCH
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MG bedbank
NEWCOMER

Tiket.com
NEWCOMER

Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including
in the Philippines, where they
went from 11th to ninth.

A newcomer to Portugal’s list
last year, and jumping from
ninth in 2020 to seventh this
year, Traveltino is building
momentum as one of the
B2B operators of choice for
Portuguese hotels.
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A partner to more than 8,500
tour operators and travel
agencies across the world,
Abreu Online jumped from
seventh spot in 2020 into
the top five over the past
year. Alongside EC Travel
and Portimar, their success
highlights the importance
for local hotels to connect to
Portuguese market specialists
in 2022.

South Africa

Spain
Hotel websites remain in
second place for the third
consecutive year, highlighting
the desire for travellers to
feel in direct control of their
accommodation experience
and testament to the ability of
Spanish hotels to again inspire
trust via their owned channels.

The Top 12 of 2021
South Africa’s list was
one of almost 50% where
direct bookings rose this
year, climbing from third to
second as travellers craved
greater control over their
accommodation experience
and local hotels were able to
inspire trust via their
owned channels.

Alongside followme2AFRICA,
Comair Travel and Thompsons
Holidays, the arrivals of
Comair Travel, Thompsons
Holidays and SafariNow.com
highlights the importance
for South African hotels to
connect to specialist local
channels across the next 12
months, as travellers seek out
the authority of hometown
operators.
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Thompsons Holidays
NEWCOMER

SafariNow.com
NEWCOMER

Hotelbeds remains in fifth
position year-on-year, showing
the continued relevance of
wholesalers in South Africa,
particularly in times of
fluctuating demand.
The appearance of Jumbo
Tours and Traveltino on
this year’s list, alongside
Jet2holidays and World 2
Meet, highlights the growing
importance for Spanish
hotels to be connected to a
wider distribution network of
wholesalers, tour operators
and DMCs in the coming year.
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Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for Spanish
accommodation businesses
of all sizes, Airbnb debuted
on three new lists this year,
including Spain’s, where they
shot to eighth spot.

Thailand
The Top 12 of 2021
Hotel websites remain in third
place this year, highlighting
the desire for travellers to
feel in direct control of their
accommodation experience
and testament to the ability
of Thai hotels to again inspire
trust via their owned channels.

With Sunhotels by WebBeds
and Dida Travel being new
arrivals, Hotelbeds maintaining
its fifth position for the third
year running and Destinations
of the World by WebBeds
rising to 10th position, the
importance of the B2B market
to the stability of local hotels
has strengthened
year-on-year.
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Global distribution systems
Mr & Mrs Smith
HIGH RISER

WebBeds Destinations of the World
WebBeds - Sunhotels
NEWCOMER + ONE TO WATCH

DidaTravel
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A newcomer to our 2020 list,
Mr & Mrs Smith has jumped
from 12th spot to ninth this
year, as local operators seek
out travellers with the capacity
to spend more on their
accommodation choices.

UK
The Top 12 of 2021
The UK list was one of almost
50% where direct bookings
rose this year, climbing from
third to second as travellers
craved greater control
over their accommodation
experience and local hotels
were able to inspire trust via
their owned channels.

With Sunhotels by WebBeds
jumping from 11th to ninth and
Hotelbeds maintaining its
fifth position, the B2B market
has become increasingly
important to UK hotels, yearon-year, particularly in times of
fluctuating demand.
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Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including in
the UK, where they went from
eighth to seventh.

The new arrival of Off Peak
Luxury signals the importance
for UK accommodation
providers to connect to
specialist local channels
in 2022, as domestic
staycationers remain the
primary guests of local
accommodation providers.

USA
The Top 12 of 2021
Hotel websites remain in third
place for the third consecutive
year, highlighting the desire
for travellers to feel in direct
control of their accommodation
experience and testament
to the ability of U.S. hotels to
again inspire trust via their
owned channels.

Getaroom.com again maintains
the ninth spot in the U.S.
market this year, however
following its acquisition by
Booking.com this may be its
last year in the Top 12, with
potential for it to build on
Booking Holding’s partnership
business in 2022.
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Reflecting the strength of
its brand and its growing
popularity as a distribution
channel for accommodation
businesses of all sizes, Airbnb
rose up our lists in 12 of 21
markets this year, including in
the USA, where they closed in
on the top three, going from
fifth to fourth.

Getaroom.com
ONE TO WATCH

Hostelworld Group
British Airways Holidays
NEWCOMER

HotelsCombined
NEWCOMER

The arrival of HotelsCombined
into the Top 12 across the last
year suggests the growing
importance of metasearch for
those in the U.S. looking to
attract new audiences.

Chapter Two

Making the most
of your booking
channels

So, how can you use
this information to
propel your business
forward in 2022?

Look at broadening your reach across
a range of channels, especially regional
channels which are attracting niche
and growing traveller markets driven
by shifting proportions between
international and domestic travel.

Double-down on compelling direct
offerings to respond to the surge of guests
looking for a closer relationship with
their accommodation providers, or those
seeking extra assurances and flexibility.

Expand your sales approach to include
unique offers that will account for
changing traveller behaviour and
guarantee occupancy – such as longstay rates or last-minute packages.

Boost brand.com results by incentivising
OTA viewers to migrate to your website
with a professional, informative profile.
Then work hard to convert your website
visitors quickly with superior web design
and an online booking engine to make the
reservation process simple.

Continue to consider how you account
for wholesale distribution, amidst a
purposeful move from wholesalers
to improve their reputations and the
increasing ability to manage wholesale
rates dynamically.

Keep close quarters with your connected
channel partners who can provide large
volumes of data and market insights,
leading to valuable selling opportunities for
your hotel.

Here we’ve put together some tips on where you
should devote your attention, and below you’ll
find expert advice from some of the leading
channel providers themselves.

Here are key tips
from some of the
industry’s most
successful booking
channels to help you
win more bookings
on their platforms:

Airbnb

Booking.com

“Travellers want to live in their accommodation,
not simply visit it. They are seeking out wifi and
workspaces, in keeping with the shift toward
remote work, along with kitchens, in keeping with
living anywhere. Globally, the most searched-for
amenities in recent months were pets-allowed,
pools, wifi, kitchens and free parking.

“Our research shows that 73% of global
travellers are more likely to book at a property
that has sustainability practices in place.
This focus is reflected by the recent launch
of our Travel Sustainable program, designed
to champion the sustainability efforts of our
accommodation partners by showcasing them
to travellers.

Noting this, accommodation providers should
keep their amenities content up-to-date to keep
up with the evolving needs of travellers.”

Agoda
“To target the domestic travel boom, hotels
should check out our GoLocal discount channel
and connect with these travellers via special
offerings. We also encourage taking advantage
of the Agoda Growth Program to access a suite of
tools that will help hotels kickstart their recovery
in 2022.”

Tell us your sustainability practices to see them
displayed on your property page on Booking.
com. Those who have made significant
progress may also be eligible to receive
our new Travel Sustainable badge, which
recognises properties for making exemplary
efforts on this front. This badge is visible
on the property page, in the search results
and as a filter, so the property truly stands
out to potential guests searching for more
sustainable and eco-friendly stays.”

Expedia Group
“It is important to provide a range of options and
pricing to capture demand among all types of
travellers and trips. One great audience to target
is Expedia Group’s 145 million-strong loyalty
program members. These guests spend more,
stay longer, and book more often.
Properties can proactively target Expedia Group
loyalty program members with Members Only
promotions, allowing their hotel to appear higher
in search results and display special member
price badging — a great way to stand out.”

Flight Centre Travel Group
“Trends of the past are not necessarily a
reflection of the future. However, working closely
together for upcoming marketing campaigns
when a destination is hot will ensure that revenue
is driven towards your property. Another key
would be ensuring access to the same campaigns
that OTAs have, so our retail agents are able to
give walk-in customers the same deal.”

Hostelworld
“With 70%+ of searches on the Hostelworld
platform coming through mobile,
competitiveness in this space is critical. Last year
we released our first phase mobile rates available
across all mobile reservations. The latest release
sees the introduction of configurable mobile rates
where properties choose the dates, rates and
rooms they wish to promote.
In addition, we launched App Only Deals which
hostels can now stack on top of a mobile rate,
or offer as a standalone rate available only to
Hostelworld App customers. The significant
advantage of App Only Deals is access to unique
Hostelworld traffic, in a fenced environment
that is much more likely to convert as it directly
accesses our highest quality consumer base.
Finally, we continue to offer premium real estate
across all platforms in exchange for exclusive
rates.”

Mr & Mrs Smith
“Having a strong sustainability program will
definitely help. As we make our way towards
becoming a Bcorp at Mr & Mrs Smith, we
will be highlighting hotels that are a force for
good. Not just for the environment but also
what hotels are doing to help, sustain and
support their local communities and their
employees.
Being open to working with our curated
network of luxury travel advisors and reseller
partners will also bring more bookings.
Lastly, we encourage our hotel partners to
engage with Smith24, our in-house team
of travel consultants, who are responsible
for 30% of our revenues and are a wealth of
knowledge and support for our customers.”

Voordeeluitjes.nl

HRS

Kurzurlaub.de

“Hotels need to make sure they monitor the
behaviours and motivations of travellers, so
they can be fast and flexible with updating their
offers. We always suggest offering a variety of
lengths of stay, since this increases the chance
of a guest booking with several options to
choose from. Additionally, the accommodation
itself can benefit from a longer length of stay
since costs such as cleaning are kept lower.

“Stay engaged with the variety of elements that
are sure to impact the pace of corporate lodging’s
return. In 2022, properties should showcase
their enhanced hygiene practices. By earning a
badge via HRS’ Clean & Safe Protocol, hotels will
be able to quickly convey their improvements
to corporate clients seeking assurance. Hotels
can also use the HRS platform to highlight their
touchless services, such as mobile check-in and
integrated virtual payment.

“Visibility, availability and creativity are three
major keys! Our advice to hoteliers is don’t let
your offers expire, ensure your availability is set
for one year as a minimum, and create unique
packages for your accommodation offerings.
Our account management team is ready to
support properties with ideas and execution.”

Availability is another crucial aspect. In order
to secure bookings, make sure to not simply
close the availability straight away but supply
us with flexible rates and last room availability
(LRA) since we have the capability of bringing
valuable business in exchange for a relatively
low commission percentage.”

Of course, attractive pricing options will always
be vital. HRS’ Corporate Club Rate option
offers an avenue for hoteliers to confidently
offer specific rates and terms that are exclusive
for HRS’ corporate clients. Finally, our most
successful hotel partners are those who leverage
data to alter their offerings to targeted corporate
guests. By participating in HRS’ Marketplace
program, hotels gain access to a broad array of
localised pricing, shopping and booking metrics
that can positively influence bookings and drive
consistent corporate volume.”

Trip.com
“Enjoy full automation and flexibility so you
can focus on the differentiation of rates and
availability restrictions, rather than any
mundane work. Trip.com also offers support
for occupancy-based pricing and child-based
pricing, allowing hoteliers to easily adapt to
market trends.”

Chapter Three

2022 traveller trends:
what they’ll be
looking for and how
can you respond

There’s a strong chance the future could see
us look back and label this time as one the
biggest shifts in consumer behaviour of the
modern day.
SiteMinder’s own report, The Dynamic
Traveller: A New Era of Hotel Guest, has
already highlighted the changing trajectory
of guest motivations, attitudes and
preferences.
With those insights leading the way, here are
some trends to expect in 2022 and what that
may dictate for your business – including
comments from our expert channel
partners.

Mediocrity will not be tolerated
Though our species has shown great resilience and adaptive qualities to keep
our appetite for travel very much alive, in 52% of cases it has also meant we
are demanding higher standards from accommodation providers than prior to
COVID-19. With this likely to be a lasting standard, you need to take a pointed
look at what the experience at your hotel looks like for a guest and how you can
take it to a new level – from how you use your spaces, to how you involve the local
community in guest stays, to evolving the way you personalise your service.

Flexibility to permeate booking preferences
By now everyone is familiar with the need to change plans quickly, and for a third of
global travellers the ability to freely cancel or modify a booking is a top-two priority
when locking in their stay. In some markets that experienced snap lockdowns, such
as Australia, it’s even higher. This idea of flexibility is set to extend beyond booking
modification, with guests looking for more fluidity around room choice, amenities,
and in-room services. The ways in which you provide this will go a long way to
achieving guest satisfaction.

The worlds of work and travel are colliding

Not travelling for the sake of it

One of the biggest global trends to explode during the pandemic
was remote working, or ‘working from home’. However, it’s not just
the home that people are choosing to work from, with travel now
inseparable from the trend. In fact, more than 30% of global travellers
plan to fit some work time into their next trip. This is partly responsible
for Airbnb going from strength to strength, with many guests choosing
long stays to both work and enjoy extended leisure time in a new
environment. It’s crucial for your hotel to hold this in high consideration
this year – you may want to start experimenting with your rates to be
more sympathetic to those looking for very long stays and take a fresh
look at the services you can provide.

With travel at such a premium, guests aren’t so interested in trips that won’t
fulfil a more stringent criteria. They want extraordinary experiences more
than ever! SiteMinder’s Changing Traveller Report found that 38% of global
travellers listed a ‘bucket list item’ as one of their top influences in deciding
where to venture next, indicating the need for you to market strongly both
from a property and destination perspective. It’s a demanding task that will
also require you to be compelling in the way you package your rates and use
customer feedback to engage other travellers. This last point is particularly
important, with 36% of travellers still very much swayed by family and friends
when deciding where to go. Look at ways you can promote user-generated
content to keep eyes on your brand.

Information freely shared to improve
desired outcomes
Trust is something that often fluctuates between brand and
consumers, especially in times of upheaval. So, it’s a delicate
balance that needs to be struck by your hotel in how much data
you ask of your guests and how you use it. The good news is
that 54% of your guests will be supportive or very supportive
of you using their personal data to better their stay. The crux
is how you use it – it must form a way to personalise the guest
experience. This could range from offering a meal off-menu
based on known preferences, or offering a deal on something
that was enjoyed previously.

Airbnb - Times are changing
“The world is undergoing a revolution in how we live and work. Technologies like Zoom make it possible
to work from home. Airbnb makes it possible to work from any home. This newfound flexibility is bringing
about a revolution in how we travel.
Millions of people can now take more frequent trips, longer trips, travel to more locations, and even live
anywhere on Airbnb. In fact, 20% of our nights booked between July and September were for stays of a
month or longer, and nearly half (45%) were for stays of at least a week.

Here are what
some of our biggest
channel partners
think you should
look out for in 2022:

Accommodation providers can capture the demand from travellers seeking flexibility and long-term stays
by making their pricing more attractive for them.”

Booking.com - Community and culture
“The desire to connect authentically with the local community will continue to be important for travellers, while
they seek to be more mindful about every trip they take.
According to our 2022 Travel Predictions research, over half (58%) of travellers agree it’s important that their
trip is beneficial to the local community at their destination. Additionally, 68% want the money they spend
when travelling to go back to the local community, and 73% want to have an authentic experience that is
representative of the local culture.
You can tap into this demand by indicating the steps you’re taking to positively impact your destination and
community – from giving local artists a platform to display their talents and offering tours organised by local
guides, to providing guests with information regarding local ecosystems, heritage, and culture.”

Agoda - The devil’s in the detail

Expedia Group - A mantra to repeat

“Many pandemic trends are here to stay, including how travellers consider
their next trip. They care more about smaller details than ever before.
Content quality and price discounts play an increasingly important role
in decision making. Maintaining fresh, regularly updated content is key.
On your premises itself, travellers are seeking more than just a bed and
breakfast. Whether for business, leisure or a family getaway, more than ever
travellers are seeking out accommodation that can offer them experiences
and activities on-site, rather than externally.”

“Our Traveller Value Index released in 2021 looked at the impact of
the pandemic on guest behaviour and how COVID-19 will continue to
influence booking decisions in 2022. Respondents told us that the #1
value they are looking for is flexibility – they want to be able to get a
full refund if their plans change. Properties should consider adding
a refundable rate option to their cancellation policy to attract more
bookings and give customers greater peace of mind.”

Hostelworld - Seeking human connection
HRS - A megatrend of the decade
“Sustainability has arrived in the corporate travel ecosystem. Leaders
at corporations big and small – including travel managers – are tasked
with reducing carbon footprint by any means available to them. Over
the course of 2021, dozens of the world’s leading brands essentially
mandated the reporting of carbon, water and waste metrics for hotels
to even be considered for preferred supplier status. Hotels that are
responsive to this reality stand to win more volume from corporations in
the short and long term.”

“Travellers have missed out on two years’ worth of trips and making
memories, so in 2022 we predict that connecting with new people is
going to be much more important. Accommodation options that offer
social experiences will become more attractive to younger travellers as
they seek to make up for lost time and hang out with new people.
There’s also going to be a big shift towards working from anywhere in
2022, so accommodation options catering to digital nomads will be key.
Thirty percent of hostels listed on the Hostelworld platform said they
offer co-working facilities and interestingly 60% said that social spaces
were already being used as a co-working space by their guests.”

See how SiteMinder can help
you reach more guests and
boost revenue
Try our channel manager for free

Want to chat and
learn more?
Talk to one of our
helpful experts

